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ARMEL SOYER ALPS EXPLORES 
LAND ART WITH MARCO NONES
THIS SUMMER, THE GALLERY 
WELCOMES IN RESIDENCE THE 
SWISS ARTIST MARCO NONES

Marco Nones was born in Rheinfelden, Switzerland, in 1966. In 1984 he graduated 
from the Institute of Art in Pozza di Fassa. He lives and works in Val di Fiemme, in 
the Dolomites. The Marco Nones’ art has its roots in the biographical and spiritual 
closeness with the Fiemme’s forests but tells something more than the poetry 
of the meeting with that majestic setting. The exclusivity and uniqueness of his 
artworks allowed him to be present in numerous exhibitions. This summer Armel 
Soyer welcomes him to Megève to create two installations on the land of the 
gallery in the middle of mountains, face to the Mont Blanc.

After Russian artist’s residence, Denis Milovanov, who created last year a incredible  
sculpted in solid oak logs outside composition – carried out by air in ‘Fermes de la 
Léontine’’, one of the most beautiful renovated farm in this region - Armel Soyer 
naturally turns to Land Art regarding to this extraordinary natural environment. 
Since the opening of her second gallery in Megève in last December, Armel 
Soyer never stops exploring the Alpine contemporary design. Reflexion between 
design and natural surrounding. Kam Tin and his furniture made with pyrite 
of iron, Christopher Boots and his quartz lamps, Birchbark and his incredible 
birch marquetry, Christian Astuguevieille and his chestnut tree furniture are 
presented in a 250m 2 space in a restored traditional farm. Julian Mayor and 
Mathias  Kiss’  very contemporary works find a new context which suits them 
strangely. This Armel Soyer’s new place and presented pieces are adequate with 
DNA of her editorial line: unique know-how and radicality of choices.

“ AGENCIES ”, Marcos Nones.  “ I LOOK AT THE WHITE ”, Marcos Nones.



Grand Cabinet en marqueterie d’écorce de bouleau - Birchbark 
Lustre en cristal de roche et quartz dégradé - Christopher Boots

Console en châtaignier non écorcé - Christian Astuguevieille 
Fauteuil folded wire chair - Julian Mayor
Photographie Snow One -  Gilles Pernet

Chevet en pyrite de fer - Rapin pour Kam Tin
Jeté de lit en zibeline bourgouzin - Norki

Miroir froissé JC - Mathias Kiss
Lampes « Ring »  - Thomas Duriez
Centre de table Egon - Thomas Duriez
Lampe - Stéphane Mouflette



Résidence d’artiste 2016, composition d’extérieure par Denis Milovanov pour Armel Soyer Alps




